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idealux LT

Wall panels

(*)(**) Idealux LT Panel
(ﬁrst / middle module)

Information

Mounting system

Items required

Steps to assemble IDEALUX-LT panels:
1: Attach the L-shape metal bracket to the wall surface with screws.
(4 per panel). Important to stake the points of each
module prior to the ﬁxing.
2: Rest the panel on the L-Shape metal brackets.
3: Screw the upper side of the proﬁled battens to the L-Shape metal brackets.
4: Place the next module (the middle or the last one) and screw it as ﬁgure 4 shows.

L-Shape metal brackets 40.40
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(*) Conﬁguration of the standard modules (1935x600mm)
i) start/middle module (3 proﬁled battens)
ii) last module (4 proﬁled battens)
For other formats, please ask.
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(**) The proﬁled battens stand out 22.5mm and are visible 22.5mm from
ceiling and ﬂoor. (A 20mm shadow gap is recommended)
(***) A 5 to 10m gap between modules is recommended.
(****) Check the speciﬁcation sheet in case absorbent ﬁbre is used on the back.

(*)(**) Idealux LT Panel
(last module)

(****) Metalic piece included
(rear clip)
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Assembly hardware items required for installation
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idealux LR

Wall panels
Mounting system

Items required

(*) Idealux LR Panel

Fixing clip
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Assembly hardware items required for installation

Information
Steps to assemble IDEALUX LR panels:
1: Attach the ﬁxing clips to the wall surface with screws. (6 per panel). 2: Apply pressure on the panel to ﬁx the clips. 3: Repeat the same steps with each panel connecting them until installation is ﬁnished.
(*) 6 ﬁxing clips for 1800mm standard modules. For other sizes, please ask.
USAGE RECOMMENDATIONS: Staggered alignment is recommended. Gap between head’s panels should be 5-10 mm (min). Shadowgaps should be 20 mm (min).
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idealux LT

Wall panels
Mounting system

Items required
(*)(**) Idealux LT Panel
(ﬁrst / middle module)

(*)(**) Panel Idealux LT
(last module)

Perimeter Trim

Threaded rod + nut
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Main runner
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Hanging piece
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Assembly hardware items required for installation

Informacion

For other installation systems, please ask

Steps to assemble IDEALUX LT panels:
1: Put and level the perimeter trim on the sides of the surface perimeter that needs to be coverd. 2: Lay out T-Grid system (threades rod, main runners and hanging pieces). 3: Attach the threaded rod to the hanging piece with the nut and move it through
the main runner untill reaching the determined position. 4: Join the cross bar to the main runners structure. 5: Leave the panels resting on he metal structure untill ﬁnishing he installation.
USAGE RECOMMENDATIONS: Staggered alignment is recommended. Gap between head’s panels should be 5-10 mm (min). Shadowgaps should be 20 mm (min).
(*) Conﬁguration of the standard modules (1935x600mm)
i) start/middle module (3 proﬁled battens)
ii) last module (4 proﬁled battens)
For other formats, please ask.

(**) The proﬁled battens stand out 22.5mm and are visible 22.5mm from
ceiling and ﬂoor. (A 20mm shadow gap is recommended)
(***) The distribution of modules A 5 to 10m gap between modules is recommended.
(****) Check the speciﬁcation sheet in case absorbent ﬁbre is used on the back.
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idealux LR

Ceilings
Mounting system

Itemes required
Ceiling support

Idealux LR panel
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Guide bar bracket

Pin
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Assembly hardware items required for installation

*

Information
Steps to assemble IDEALUX LR:
1: Lay out ﬁxing points on the surface depending on the Idealux LR size. 2: Attach the ﬁxing piece with screws to the ceiling. Afterwards, place the bar guide bracket on the ceiling support to the desired height and ﬁx both parts with the pin, placing it through
the common hole to the clamping piece. 4: Lay down the panel on the guide bar bracket. 4: Repeat the steps with the remaining panels until ﬁnishing installation. Once panel is supported by the four hangers, move it towards the next one in order
to ﬁt them together by connecting them with the tongue and groove system.
USAGE RECOMMENDATIONS: Staggered alignment is recommended. Gap between head’s panels should be 5-10 mm (min). Shadowgaps should be 20 mm (min).
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grid

Ceilings
Items required
Grid Panel

Mounting system
Perimeter Trim

Threaded rod + nut
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Main runner
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Types of edge
Assembly hardware items required for installation

Concealed T system

Secret

For other installation systems, please ask

Information

Steps to assemble GRID panels:
1: Put and level the perimeter trim on the sides of the surface perimeter that needs to be coverd. 2: Lay out T-Grid system (threades rod, main runners and hanging pieces). 3: Attach the threaded rod to the hanging piece with the nut and move it through
the main runner untill reaching the determined position. 4: Join the cross bar to the main runners structure. 5: Leave the panels resting on he metal structure untill ﬁnishing he installation.
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Ceilings
Items required
Grid Panel

Mounting system
Perimeter Trim

Threaded rod + Nut
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Assembly hardware items required for installation

Information
Steps to assemble GRID panels:
1: Put and level the perimeter trims on the surface perimeter that needs to be covered.
2: Lay out T-Grid system (threaded rod, main runners and hanging pieces).
3: Attach the threaded rod to the hanging piece with the nut and move it through the main runner
untill reaching the determined position.
4: Join the cross tee to the main runners structure.
5: Leave the panels resting on the metal structure untill ﬁnishing the installation.

For other installation systems, please ask

Type of edges

Exposed
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slats

Wall
Mounting System

Items required

x.

Slats

OMEGA metal proﬁle

Acoustic black ﬂeece
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Start/End piece
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Double groove ﬁxing cleat
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Assembly hardware items required for installation
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Information
Steps to assemble Slats:
1: Attach the Omega metal proﬁle to the wall surface with screws.
2: Screw up only, and on the same way, the start/end piece
on the first and last panel.
3: Attach the panel to the wall surface by coupling the ﬁxing cleats and the proﬁle.
4: Introduce and turn, with just a twist, the ﬁxing cleat for tongue and groove inside
the proﬁles and after each panel. Move the connecting MDF piece towards the panel.
5: Attach the next panel with another ﬁxing cleat until completing the installation.
Put acoustic black ﬂeece between panels to hide the proﬁles
It is possible to install panels without a gap between them.
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slats

Ceilings
Items required

Mounting system

Perimeter Trim

Slats

OMEGA metal proﬁle

Acoustic black ﬂeece
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Start/End piece

Double groove ﬁxing cleat

Threaded rod + nut
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Assembly hardware items required for installation

For other installation systems, please ask

Information
Steps to assemble SLATS
1: Put and level the perimeter trims on the surface perimeter that needs to be covered. 2: Lay out T-Grid system (threaded rod, metal proﬁles and hanging pieces). 3: Screw Start/End piece on the back of the slat, just on the ﬁrst and last slat.
4 : Push the slat towards the omega proﬁle, so the Start/End clips are inserted on the proﬁle. 5: Twist ﬁxing clips in the proﬁles after each slat. Move the clip and insert it on the slat’s groove.
6 : Attach the next panel with another ﬁxing cleat untill completing the installation.
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INSTALLATION ITEMS REQUIRED PER M2

ideawood

WALL PANELLING INSTALLATION ITEMS
Fixing clip
Metal perimeter trim
Omega profile
Start/End piece
Fixing cleat double
groove/tongue &
groove
Joint Omega
Acoustic black fleece

5,56 lm
3,47 units
2,50 units
27,78 units
27,78 units
27,78 units
11,11lm

COMMENTS: Applicable for Ideawood panels. Fixing clip for Idealux LR and metal perimeter trim for LT.
The other items are used for the installation of Slats.

SUSPENDED CEILING INSTALLATION ITEMS
Hanging pieces
Main runner
Cross tee
Nut
Threaded rod
Omega
Fixing cleat double
groove
Screw anchor
Guide bar bracket
Pin
Start/End piece
Cross bar

0,86 lm
0,52 lm
0,52 lm
0,86 units
0,86 units
0,26 lm
2,58 units
3,45 units
3,45 units
3,45 units
2,58 units
0,26 lm

COMMENTS: Applicable for Ideawood panels. Main runner and cross bar for Idealux LT and Grid; screw
anchor, guide bar bracket and pin for Idealux LR. Omega for Slats.
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IMPORTANT
These instructions are general guidelines and may
vary depending on the project. Ideatec Advanced
Acoustic Solutions will not be in any case
responsible for injuries or property damages. In case
of doubt, consult a specialized installer or builder
before doing any structural work. If you have any
questions or comments about this product, please
do not hesitate to contact Ideatec Advanced
Acoustic Solutions.

GENERAL PROPERTIES
Wood may present differences and deviations with
regard to colour, grain and structure which could
not be considered as possible defects.
Final coating or varnished finish depends on the
base, the kind of product, the type of application
and the influence of light on the product
(metamery).
IDEATEC ADVANCED ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS, S.L.U,
uses coatings and varnishes with fire-resistant
properties both solvent-based and water-borne
products.
The acoustic black fleece is a product derived from
fabric with limit elastic properties and a maximum
fabric tension. It is likely that small ripples appear,
however they are not significantly perceptible
except when the light strikes directly.
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USE AND HANDLING RECOMMENDATIONS
CERTIFICATES
INSTALLATION
Ideatec Advanced Acoustic Solutions is certified
with CE, FSC, PEFC, ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
Certified wood FSC & PEFC are subject to
availability.

DELIVERY
Ideatec Advanced Acoustic Solutions products are
sent on protected boxes to prevent possible
damages during transport. The pallets must be
downloaded one by one and transported to the
work site with a forklift truck or similar. Boxes must
be open carefully in case sharp tools are used to
avoid damaging the product.

According to the technical recommendations of this
guide, a minimum 5mm expansion joint every 5 to 6
meters is recommended. For concealed T system, it
is needed to leave joints on both ends of the room.
In case of rooms with more than 7/8 meters long,
leave joints every 7 meters. Leave space if
necessary for the installation of lights or other
embedded installations.

Leave a 10/20mm gap on the perimeter for Idealux
LT and Idealux LR.

HANDLING

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
The material must be kept on the work site
minimum 24 hours before its installation. It is
recommended between 48 to 72 hours. The
appropriate temperature and humidity conditions
are 18 to 25º and a relative humidity of 40% to
60%.
Do not place the products on the floor, sand,
concrete or similar surfaces, always place them on
pallets. Do not place pallets or other heavy
materials on the top of IDEATEC ADVANCED
ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS, S.L.U products. Do not
expose them to ultraviolet light to avoid a possible
discolouration. The products original packaging is
not prepared to protect them from adverse
weather conditions such as rain or humidity.

Use gloves to avoid damages or fingerprints. Make
sure space for the installation of lights or similar is
available if it is required. Clips, fixing pieces and
profiles are metal components which may damage
the material. They should be handled with care.

MAINTENANCE
Use a soft, damp, non-linting cloth. It is possible the
use of a soft and neutral cleaning product (not
applicable to Ideafabric and Ideafoam families).
Always test the product in the less visible area to
avoid visible and irreversible damages.
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idealux LR
idealux LT

grid
slats

